
Prevex® Preloc™

Our most space-saving  
water trap for bathrooms
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Like all Prevex water traps, Preloc is 
pre-assembled for easy and swift installa-
tion. Pre-assembling also lowers the risk 
for leakage.

Easy to install

If needed, two wash basins can be  
combined into only one outlet pipe. This 
also saves space underneath the basin.

Two-in-one

Thanks to its telescopic arms, Preloc can  
be adjusted to fit many different wash  
basins in terms of size and thickness.

Flexible
The telescopic arms can be adjusted to 
fit narrow spaces, making more space for 
bathroom furniture drawers. The arms can 
also be cut to fit small wash basins.

Compact

Prevex® Preloc™

Easy to install  
in any bathroom
Preloc is a flexible and easy-to-install water trap for bathrooms. 

As all Prevex water traps, its arms are cuttable and therefore  

adjustable to any space. In addition, Preloc comes with a wide 

range of plugs and other accessories.

All our products meet the European EN-274 standard. Developed and produced in Finland.

Space-saving solutions

The Preloc Space-saving water trap is easy 
to adjust both horizontally and vertically.  

Preloc Space-saving water trap can be adjusted  
and cut to size to make more space for bathroom 
furniture drawers.

The height of the water trap waste valve is only  
60 mm, and since the water trap can be tightly 
mounted to the back wall, this solution leaves a lot  
of space for drawers and storage.

Adjustable

cut to size 145-205 mm

60 mm

60 mm
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Preloc can be  
both wall- and  
floor-mounted.

Technical specifications

Ø 32 or 40 mm 

Ø 32 and 40 mm 

The basic version of Preloc is a 

small and compact water trap for 

bathrooms. 

Prevex® Preloc™ 
Basic

Coloured pop-up plugs  
for trendy bathrooms

Prevex® Preloc™
Space-saving
When you want to maximise the space 

underneath your wash basin, the space-saving 

version of Preloc is the solution. 

Flexible overflow pipe, 
length: 180-570 mm. 
Because of this, Preloc 
fits in wash basins of 
many different sizes.

Overflows

Despite their small size, some 
Preloc Basic models are  
available with washing  
machine connection.

Copper

Black matte

Gun metal

Gold

Our coloured and stylish pop-up 
plugs and overflow covers have 
matching colours. They are a  
tasteful addition to any bathroom. 

Suitable for wash 
basins of different 
thicknesses.

All Preloc Space-saving  
water traps include  
a washing machine  

connection.

Rubber plugs and 
pop-up plugs

Adapter
A 32 mm pipe can  
be connected to  
a 40 mm outlet using 
the adapter.



Oy Prevex Ab, 
FI-66900 Nykarleby, Finland

Tel. +358 (0)6 781 8000

sales@prevex.com  
www.prevex.com


